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DEDICATED TO BURTON W. WILLIAMS
Burt, as we all know him, has served this
I community for thirty-four years and con-
I tinues to do so as a Water Commissioner
I and Budget Committee member.
j|B The following is a brief chronology of
W Wk I Burt's service to the Town of Bristol. Burt
-^ I began as a member of the Budget Commit-
J^^ tee m 1959- He served on the Budget Corn-
er »«| mittee until 1962 when he was appointed to
the Board of Selectmen. Burt continued as a
Selectman for 19 years stepping down in
March of 1981. After a very brief retire-
ment, Burt was appointed to the Water
Commission in April of 1985, a position he
holds to this day. In 1988 Burt decided to get involved with ,the Town's
budget process, and he was elected to the Budget Committee where he
serves to this day as well.
During Burt's years as a Selectman, Bristol underwent many changes;
clean-up of the Pemi River, new sewer system and treatment plant, new
town office building, new fire station, formation of town beaches, forma-
tion of Planning Board, modernizing Town Government, and many other
changes too numerous to mention. Burt Williams has played a key role in
every major decision made in this town for over three decades and con-
tinues to do so.
What makes Burt's contributions to Bristol particularly notable is that
he did this while raising a family of four children, and operating his busi-
ness which experienced extraordinary growth through this period. In spite
of Burt's busy personal and business life, he always found time for public
service.
Any honors showered upon Burt Williams must make mention of his
wife JoAnne. JoAnne has always been a driving force behind Burt and
was never more than a heartbeat from the action. JoAnne also served the
Town as its Welfare Officer for ten years from 1982 through 1992. This
brings the grand total of years of service to Bristol between the two of
them to forty-four years and counting.
Dedication of this 1992 Town Report to Burton W. Williams is most
appropriate. He has made an impact on this community which will last at
least a century and perhaps beyond.
Well done sir!!
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TOWN WARRANT
Bristol, NH Grafton, SS
The polls will be open from 10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Bristol in the County of Grafton, in
said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Old Town Hall, Summer Street,
in said Bristol on Tuesday, the ninth (9th) day of March, next, at 10:00 of
the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
Article 1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
Article 2. To see what action the Town will take with respect to the
Zoning Ordinance prepared by the Planning Board by voting by ballot
upon the following proposed changes:
1. Article III. DISTRICTS AND DISTRICT REGULATIONS
To change section 3.2, DISTRICT REGULATIONS, paragraph
C, Lake District to read:
d. Alteration of existing uses. Any alteration or expansion of any
dwelling or other structure within the lake district which in-
creases the amount of living space in the dwelling or structure
shall require a permit from the Building Inspector. Before a per-
mit is issued, the following conditions must be met.
YES NO
Article IV. GENERAL PROVISIONS
To change section 4.11 SIGNS, paragraphs D. and I. to read:
D. Where two (2) or more businesses occupy one building or are on
one lot, the following provisions must be met:
1
.
Not more than two (2) free standing signs may be erected on
the property, except by variance. Neither of the signs may ex-
ceed twenty-four (24) square feet in area.
2. In addition to free standing signs, each business may erect a
sign on the structure, not to exceed ten (10) square feet in
area. The sign shall not extend above the parapet or eaves.
For public safety, no sign may extend more than one foot over
a public way.
I. EXEMPTIONS
3. All signs on private property intended to regulate, identify
the structure, or guide activities on the property, even though
such signs may be visible from other property or properties,
are permitted.
YES NO
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Article IX — DEFINITIONS
Add the following Definitions:
9-62A LIVING SPACE — Any portion of a dwelling that is suitable
for human habitation.
9-62B JUNKYARD — Any area, lot, land, parcel, building or struc-
ture or part thereof used for storage, collection, processing
purchase, sale or abandonment of waste paper, rags, scrap
metal or other scrap or discarded goods, materials,
machinery or two or more unregistered, inoperable motor
vehicles or other type of junk.
YES NO
POLLS CLOSE AT 7:00 PM
and further action on the following articles at the Old Town Hall on Sum-
mer Street in said Bristol at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, March 11, 1993.
Article 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Twenty four thousand dollars ($24,000) to make necessary renovations
to the Old Town Hall on Summer Street. (Not recommended by Budget
Committee)
Article 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Thirteen thousand dollars ($13,000) to carry out the results of the pro-
perty assessment study to be performed by an assessor certified by the
State of New Hampshire. (Not recommended by Budget Committee)
Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Forty eight thousand five hundred dollars ($48,500) to purchase a new
Highway Truck. (Recommended by Budget Committee)
Article 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Eight thousand five hundred dollars ($8,500) for Phase I of updating of
the Comprehensive Master Plan for the Town of Bristol, 1982-83. (Not
recommended by Budget Committee)
Article 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Ten thousand dollars ($10,000) for Fire Betterment. (Recommended by
Budget Committee)
Article 8. To see if the Town will vote to establish in accordance with
Chapter 35, the Dispatch Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of con-
sidering a future dispatch center in Bristol and to appoint the Board of
Selectmen as agents to carry out the objects of this fund, in accordance
with RSA35:15. Further, to raise and appropriate the sum of Five thou-
sand dollars ($5,000) to be placed in said fund. (Not recommended by
Budget Committee)
Article 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Nine thousand dollars ($9,000) for renovations to the EMS Station (Old
Fire Station). (Recommended by Budget Committee)
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Article 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Twenty one thousand dollars ($21,000) to purchase a 1993 fully
equipped Police Cruiser. (Not recommended by Budget Committee)
Article 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Thirty thousand dollars ($30,000) to purchase a Fire rescue vehi-
cle. The appropriation to be financed as follows: Eight thousand dollars
($8,000) to be withdrawn from the Fire Department Capital Reserve
Fund and the balance to be raised through general taxation. Further, to
appoint the Board of Selectmen as agents to carry out the objects of this
fund, in accordance with RSA 35: 15. (Not recommended by Budget Com-
mittee)
Article 12. To see if the Town will authorize the use of the 1990
Chevrolet cruiser to become the third emergency vehicle for the Police
Department.
Article 13. To see if the Town will vote to accept the budget as sub-
mitted by the Budget Committee and to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,326,504 to be raised by taxation.
Article 14. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue and relinquish
all interest in the Alfred Jenness Road (so-called) beginning at the River
Road and terminating at the Pemigewasset River in accordance with RSA
231:43.
Article 15. To see if the Town will vote to change the following:
Eliminate the Highway Department, Sewer Department, and Water
Department and create a Department of Public Works. (Submitted by
Petition)
Article 16. To see if the Town will vote for the formation of a Commit-
tee to study the feasibility of combining the Water and Sewer Depart-
ments.
Article 17. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to establish a Swimming Pool Regulation to read as follows:
An inground pool that has a depth of water over four (4) feet in depth
shall have a five (5) foot fenced in enclosure capable of keeping out
children and animals. Each fenced area shall have a gate capable of
being locked. Any above ground pool in excess of three (3) feet in
depth shall have a three (3) foot fence surrounding it and capable of
being locked when not in use.
Article 18. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Trustees of the
Minot-Sleeper Library, in accordance with RSA Chapter 202-A:4C, to
apply for, accept and expend, without further action by town meeting,
money from state, federal or other governmental unit or a private source
which becomes available during the fiscal year.
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Article 19. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
apply for, accept, and expend federal or state grants which may become
available during the course of the year, and also to accept and expend
money from any other governmental or private source to be used for the
purpose for which the Town may legally appropriate money: provided (1)
that such grants and other monies do not require the expenditure of any
other Town funds, (2) that a public hearing shall be held by the Selectmen
prior to the receipt and expenditure of such grants and monies and, (3)
that such items shall be exempt from all provisions of RSA 32 relative to
limitation and expenditure of Town monies, all as provided in RSA
31:95-B(SUPP)
Article 20. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
convey any real estate acquired by the Town by Tax Collector's deed.
Such conveyance shall be by deed following a public auction, or the prop-
erty may be sold by advertised sealed bids, or may be otherwise disposed
of as justice may require, pursuant to RSA 80:80.
Article 21. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
Article 22. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to accept on behalf of the town gifts, legacies and devises made
to the town in trust for any public purpose, as permitted by RSA 31:19.
Article 23. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Select-
men to accept gifts of personal property which may be offered to the
Town for any public purpose, pursuant to RSA 31:95-e. The selectmen
must hold a public hearing before accepting any such gift, and the accep-
tance shall not bind the town to raise, appropriate or expend any public
funds for the operation, maintenance, repair or replacement of any such
personal property.
Article 24. To transact any other business which may legally come
before this meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this 15th day of February, in the year of
our Lord nineteen hundred and ninety-three.
J. P. Morrison, Jr. Archie L. Auger William R. Phinney
A true copy of Warrant - Attest:
J. P. Morrison, Jr.
Archie L. Auger
William R. Phinney
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT — 1992
Hello everyone. It's been another action-packed year in Bristol. Among
the things that have taken place is that the Selectmen hired a new EMS
Director in October. Richard Fowler has settled in quite nicely in his new
position, and the operation is running smoothly and efficiently once
again. One of the changes Rick and the Selectmen would like to see is to
add another attendant to the staff. With much increased calls and the
time constraints on many of our call people, it has become necessary to
consider having another EMT on board. The Bristol EMS is also actively
training new call people and recertifying present personnel. We would
like to take this opportunity to thank Frank Avellino for service above and
beyond the call of duty when we were between directors. He made the
transition a smooth one, and we are grateful. Thanks to the dedication
and knowledge of the EMS staff, we believe the Town has yet another
department they can be proud of.
It seems that every year something is said about pending litigation in
regard to Cummings and the Foot of the Lake Beaches. Whether court
dates are canceled or for whatever reason, we haven't been able to get this
resolved. However, slowly, the wheels of justice are turning. We have
received a decree from Superior Court granting the Town of Bristol
ownership to the Foot of the Lake Beach. Even with the decree, there is
remaining litigation concerning docks.
Much time was spent on cable television issues by area residents and
selectmen. As a result your Selectmen drafted a letter to Continental
Cablevision with signatures from the Hebron, Bridgewater and New
Hampton Boards of Selectmen which has been sent to Continental to
hopefully aid in their quest to persuade the FCC to change the ADI (Area
of Dominant Influence) from Portland to Boston. Your Board of Select-
men has been and will remain actively involved in seeing this through to
an agreeable resolution.
The Highway Department had another busy year. Many roads in the
village were reclaimed as were roads in outlying areas. With the surfacing
of Bear Mountain Road complete we have another paved road to add to
our inventory. We wish to thank Harold Haney and his staff for another
year of jobs well done.
Congratulations are in order for all department heads and employees.
In this time of the ridiculous concept of deficit spending, most everyone
came in at or below budget. We thank you. The Town thanks you.
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Committees were formed early in 1992 to explain, among other things,
the feasibility of a public access to Newfound Lake and repair and
renovations at the Old Town Hall. Through the efforts and time invested
by the dedicated people on these committees many ideas and solutions
have been discussed and will be presented to you at this year's Town
Meeting.
Through the efforts of Gini Deragon, your Town Administrator, sign-
up sheets will be handed out at Town Meeting and will be available at the
polls. The hope here is to find out who is available to serve on what com-
mittees. It is wonderful to see more and more citizens becoming involved
with affairs of the town and we are sure that those who do find it gratify-
ing to know they made a difference.
Without a doubt the biggest accolades are due the citizens and tax-
payers of Bristol. At a time when many are working for less wages than
last year or may not even have a job, you have backed up your votes at
Town Meeting by paying your property taxes in a timely fashion. Not only
is it a relief to the Selectmen, but in borrowing much less money than even
two years ago, we have been able to save money spent on tax anticipation
notes.
Hope to see you at Town Meeting and at the School District meeting.
J. P. Morrison, Jr., Chairman
Archie L. Auger
William R. Phinney
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TOWN MEETING
MARCH 12, 1992
Supervisors: Raymah Belser, Jane Westfall, Nancy Gavalis
Ballot Clerks: Marcia Payne, Nancy Dow, Evelyn Plumer, Barbara
Greenwood (temporary), Jacqueline Crouse.
Police: Chief Barry Wingate
Moderator: Samuel E. Worthen
Town Clerk: Barbara L. Avery
Ballot box checked and found to be empty.
Polls declared open at 10:00 a.m. and closed at 7:00 p.m.
March 10, 1992
Moderator Samuel Worthen declared the meeting open at 7:30 p.m.
Tom Keegan with the help of a couple of Boy Scouts presented the flag
and led us in the Pledge of Allegiance.
Pastor Fred Shapiro of the Bristol Baptist Church gave the invocation.
7:35 P.M. Article 1
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing. The
results of the voting on Tuesday are as follows: Selectman for 3
years, Frank Kierce, 64; William Phinney, 386; and William Simp-
son, 7. Treasurer for one year, Kathleen Haskell, 423. Budget Com-
mittee for 3 years, Jeffrey D. Barr, 376; Everett Hackett, 383;
Thomas Keegan, 396; and John E. Smart, 347. Fire Commissioner
for 3 years, Ernest H. Glines, 325; and Robert J. Lyden, 139. Sewer
Commissioner for 3 years, Michael P. Capsalis, 203; Everett
Hackett, 229; and Richard Walenda, 41. Police Commissioner for 3
years, John E. Smart, 226 and Russell E. Vaiden, 230. Trustee of
Trust Funds for 3 years, W. Mark Cramton, 425. Trustee of Trust
Funds for 1 year, David Carr, 444. Library Trustees for 3 years,
William E. Barrett, 412; Margaret Morton, 385; and Alma C. West,
376. Supervisor of the check list for 6 years, Raymah Belser, 440.
Town Moderator for 2 years, Samuel E. Worthen, 432. School
Board: Alexandria member for 3 years, Fletcher M. DeWolf, 233;
and Peter D. Wyrwicz, 167. Bridgewater member for 3 years, B.A.
Finkle, 336. School Budget: Alexandria member for 3 years, Sher-
man Wadhams, 236; and Robert A. Wolff, 124. Bridgewater
member for 3 years, Mary Ellen Godville, 347. School Moderator
for 1 year, Charles E. Greenwood, 411.
7:45 P.M. Article 2
To see what action the Town will take with respect to the Zoning
Ordinance prepared by the Planning Board by voting by ballot upon
the following proposed changes:
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1. Article IX. Definitions
To delete 9.126 SUBDIVISION, MINOR — A subdivision of land
that does not involved any of the following: (1) the creating of more
than the maximum number of lots specifically permitted by or-
dinance as a minor subdivision; (2) a planned development; (3) any
new street; and (4) the extension of any off-tract improvements.
253 — Yes 150 — No
To change 9. 141 WETLANDS to read: Areas which are at least in
part underlain by poorly drained and very poorly drained soils, as
defined by the National Cooperative Soils Susrvey, for Grafton
County, New Hampshire, of the Soil Conservation Service of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), as it may be amended
from time to time. Upon inspection during the growing season,
wetlands have visible water at or near ground surface level, and
wetlands have plant species characteristic of one or more of the
wetland association types. These wetland association types consist
of, but are not limited to, swamps, marshes, and bogs. (See attached
Appendix C of the NH Code of Administrative Rules for further
definitions of these wetland association types and their typical
vegetative components.)
279 — Yes 136 — No
2. Article III. Districts, 3.2, C. Lake District, paragraph 2.d
To change and add the following wording to read: d. Alteration
of existing uses. Any alteration or expansion of any dwelling or other
structure within the lake district shall require a permit from the
Building Inspector. Prior to a permit being issued, the following
conditions must be met, or a special exception granted.
(1). The applicant shall supply a certificate of inspection from a
qualified sanitary professional (e.g., engineer, system designed,
etc.) certifying that the sewage disposal system meets current stan-
dards of the New Hampshire Water Supply and Pollution Control
Division. If the existing system is found to be inadequate, a system
approved by the New Hampshire Water Supply and Pollution Con-
trol Division shall be installed before a building permit is issued.
(2) . The applicant must demonstrate that the site conditions and
land area are adequate for installation of a replacement sewage
disposal system should the existing system malfunction or fail.
292 — Yes 127 — No
To change Section 3.2, E. Pemigewasset Overlay District to read:
The boundary of the district shall be five hundred (500) feet from
the river's high-water line.
267 — Yes 144 — No
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3. Article IV. General Provisions, 4.6
To delete WETLAND AREAS — No structure or alteration of the
land such as dredging or filling which would alter the natural con-
figuration of wetlands, shall be allowed.
241 — Yes 171 — No
4.12, paragraph B
To change B. NON-CONFORMING USES and add C. NON-
CONFORMING STRUCTURES to read as follows:
B. NON-CONFORMING USES — If a lawful use exists at the
effective date of adoption or amendment of this ordinance that
would not be allowed in the zone under the terms of this ordinance,
said use may be continued, so long as it remains otherwise lawful
and subject to the other provisions of this section.
1. Discontinued Uses — If a non-conforming use is discontinued
for one year or superseded by a conforming use, it shall thereafter
conform to the regulations of the zone and the non-conforming use
may not be resumed, unless approved by variance.
2. Expansion — A non-conforming use may, by special excep-
tion, be expanded within the limits of the structure owned by the
owner or owners when the use started, if the unity of the use is re-
tained and other requirements of the zone are complied with.
C. NON-CONFORMING STRUCTURES — If a structure ex-
ists before this ordinance is effective, which does not comply with
the regulations contained herein, it may remain, subject to the other
provisions of this ordinance.
1. Normal repairs, renovations, and maintenance may be made
to any non-conforming structure. If the structure is destroyed by ac-
cidental means or is removed, it may be rebuilt or replaced within
one year from the date of said occurrence.
2. Additions — Additions to non-conforming buildings which
conform to the other standards in this ordinance shall be
permitted.*
3. General Safety — Nothing in this ordinance shall prevent the
strengthening or restoring to safe condition any building or part
thereof upon order by any public official charged with protecting
the public safety.
4. An existing structure, which is partially or entirely erected
upon the setback area may be enclosed for the purpose of "enclosed
occupied space" only by variance granted by the Zoning Board of
Adjustment.
257 — Yes 147 — No
*The sentence "No additions shall be made which make the struc-
ture more non-conforming" has been deleted.
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7:42 P.M. Article 3
To see if the Town will vote to authorize a section of the Town of
Bristol, N.H., known as Bear Mountain Cove, consisting of three
acres more or less and located on the common border with the Town
of Hebron, to become anexed to the Town of Hebron subject to pay-
ment of all taxes due the Town of Bristol on the date of annexation
as may be approved by the New Hampshire Legislature, (submitted
by Petition) . Requires a 2/3 vote.
Moved by Robert Duchesne and Seconded by Ken Chorney.
Robert stated that this was not a new issue as it had been brought
before the people last year and that he had, through newspaper ar-
ticles, tried to bring his feelings across to the public. He would hope
that we would let the twelve families located in this section to go to
the Town of Hebron where it has been voted to accept them as part
of their town. There are only two families that are full time with
three more to soon become permanent residents. John Root asked
how much there was in taxes there with Bob answering that there
was about $30,000 with 10,000 to the town, 15,000 to the school and
the other 5,000 to the county. When someone asked how much it
costs for the services there, they were answered absolutely nothing.
Boake Morrison spoke against this article stating he hoped that we
would keep it as is.
Ballot vote taken. 20 — Yes 107 — No 84 needed to pass so
this article was defeated.
8:00 P.M. Article 4
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,000 for preliminary work in preparation of an update of the
Comprehensive Master Plan for the Town of Bristol, 1982-1983.
(Recommended by Budget Committee). Moved by Jeff Barr and
seconded by Mike Bannan. This was done ten years ago and while
some of it is still good, some no longer applies to our situation now.
This update would help us to decide just how you the people
would like the town to grow and defelop in the future.
Passed by voice vote.
8:05 P.M. Article 5
To see if the Town of Bristol will vote to raise and appropriate
$10,000 for the development of a Town owned boat launch facility
and parking area. This project would be located on the Beaulieu
property, along Fowler River, which is already owned by the Town
of Bristol, (submitted by petition) (not recommended by Budget
Committee). Moved by Ralph Shackett and seconded by Gordon
Dole. Ralph stated that he submitted this article but now he also
feels as the budget committee did that this is not a good idea now.
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Thus he would like to submit a substitute article to read as follows:
To see if the Town of Bristol will vote to have the Selectmen appoint
a study committee of 5-7 members, to study a possible Bristol boat
launch site. Said Committee shall be named within thirty days and
report to the Selectmen no later than January 1, 1993. Said Commit-
tee shall include at least one member from the Board of Selectmen.
This motion was moved by Ralph Shackett and Seconded by Ken
Grack.
Richard Walenda felt that we should go ahead with the original
motion and do whatever we can to get a boat launch that would
serve the Town of Bristol. Ralph in speaking for this article also feels
that we should do this as soon as possible but he does feel that maybe
we should have more study on this before we take a final step.
Peg Bouvier asked if this would be just for Bristol residents as she
gets about 30% of all her inquiries at the Information Booth asking
about a ramp to get onto the lake. She feels that it is very important
for us to have a place where these people that come all the way up
here to use the lake to be able to go.
Ralph stated that he thinks the State Boat ramp will be in by next
year.
Mike Capsalis spoke against this saying it would be more a liabili-
ty for the Town and he would rather we spend money like this to
help the hungry in Town.
Mike Bannan stated he understood that the State in trying to get
access to the major lakes has a project that may even get four ramps
onto Newfound Lake and these would be fore everyone-local as well
as visitor. Feels the committee is good idea but be sure and see what
the State will be doing.
William Phinney was in favor of the substitute article and felt we
should go ahead with the study committee. Substitute motion was
passed by voice vote which dispenses with the original motion but
which was voted down just to be sure that no money was going to be
raised.
8:25 P.M. Article 6
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$16,710 for participation in the New Hampshire Drug Task Force
Program for the Police Department. Seventy-five percent of the cost
of the grant ($12,533) will be provided by the State of New Hamp-
shire and twenty-five percent of the grant ($4,177) will be the
Town's share. (Recommended by Budget Committee). Moved by
Barry Wingate and Seconded by Glen Sharp.
This is an undercover program and there is a 75/25 percent grant
that is available from the State so we have applied for this. There is a
problem with drugs in the area and we need to have some local par-
ticipation and if this is approved then one of our full time officers
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will go to Concord to be a member of the Drug Task Force for six
months. This will be a valuable learning experience for him and
with the knowledge of the area that we have we can help someone
else come in and attack this drug problem that we have here. If this
article is not approved then this money would be eliminated from
our budget and nothing further would be done.
Ken Grack asked who would pick the officer that would go and
Barry replied that it would be the Police Commission that would
have the final say on this. Carrol Brown stated that he felt they
would consult with all the officers on their feelings and even when
the officer is picked it has to be approved by the Attorney General
before it becomes final. Richard Walenda felt it should not be the
chief as he is about ready to retire.
Jack Smart asked about the liability of having one of our officers
go out of town and also that we already have one person who has a
good background on drugs, having done a lot on his own and yet he
has never really been used in this capacity.
Barry replied that it would be the same as if an officer is in
another town, such as going to court or to the Police Academy, the
town is liable for that officer as well as with Workmans Comp. He
also said that he himself was not interested in doing undercover
work. The only way to really deal with this problem is to have some-
one come in that is not known by everyone in town and work on the
problem. Our officer would go to another town and someone from
another town would come here. That is the way that this grant
would work.
Glen Sharp spoke in favor stating that one of our officers would be
willing to go out somewhere in the State of New Hampshire to help
with this drug problem and someone else would come in to help us
and we really should pass this article.
Boake Morrison felt the State should be doing this and not having
the town spend all this money.
Katheryn Rutherford, a former teacher, was a drug coordinator
before coming to Bristol and feels that this is a good investment in
the youth of our town for the future. Passed by voice vote.
8:40 P.M. Article 7
To see if the Town will vote to accept the budget as submitted by
the Budget Committee and to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,380,780 to be raised by taxation. Moved by Jeff Shackett and
Seconded by Bill Phinney.
Boake Morrison questioned where the extra $45,000 in Capital
improvements was going to go. Archie Auger said that 35,000 had
been recommended by the highway supervisor for improvements on
different roads and that 44,000 would be coming in as highway
grant. This piece of property that you have mentioned came to the
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town by tax deed and now the town has a liability to fix these roads.
We hope by the selling of this land we will have the money returned
to the town to fix the roads and it will not have to come out of tax
money. The Selectmen worked with the Budget Committee to come
up with a budget that is lower than last year and this means that
some areas went down and others went up. It is hard to follow this
year because the town had to change a lot of categories to meet the
requirements set by the state in that each department has all of its
expenses in there where they used to be in separate categories for the
whole town. Next year will be a lot easier to follow.
Mr. Wardell questioned what the difference in the categories of
highway and street and the highway improvements. J. P. Morrison
said that the highway and streets is the general highway budget and
the other is work done on specific streets or roads.
Ruth Simpson questioned why the Executive category more than
doubled this year. Archie Auger said that it was because of the
changes in the things that are put under each category so you can
not compare this with last year. Passed by voice vote.
9:04 P.M. Article 8
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
withdraw $20,000 from Surplus to fund the sealing of seams in the
oxidation ditch at the Wastewater Treatment Plant, for the Sewer
Department upgrade. The $20,000 represents unexpended interest
from the Sewer Update Project completed in 1991. (Recommended
by Budget Committee). Moved by John Bianchi and Seconded by
Walter Corbeil. John said that this ditch was drained about 15 years
ago during a general clean up and it was found then that ground
water was seeping into the ditch and we tried to fix this from the in-
side but when we drained it again last spring we found that the
leakage was much worse and so this needs to be done by a more pro-
fessional group with the caulking put into the cracks so that it would
go all the way through and really seal these cracks.
Passed by voice vote.
9:06 P.M. Article 9
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to increase
the Beach Permit fee from $5.00 to $10.00. (Per Beach
Commission). Moved by Archie Auger and Seconded by Bill
Phinney.
This was proposed to the Board of Selectmen by the beach com-
mittee who felt that maybe they should be self-supporting and to do
this they would need to increase the fee.
Amendment #1. Part 1, Any taxpaying senior citizen of Bristol
shall be extended the courtesy of free access to the Bristol beaches
with a free beach permit.
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Part 2, Any taxpayer of Bristol upon presentation of a current
receipted tax bill shall receive a free beach permit. (This last has a
two-fold benefit; it would serve as an incentive for prompt payment
of the summer tax bill.) This was moved by Ernestine Firth and
Seconded by Glen Sharp.
Ernestine stated that the senior citizen would be 65 or over.
Glen Sharp felt that we should defeat this amendment and then
defeat tticle and keep the fee at $5.00 because he felt that most
anyone could afford that amount. Cynthia Yip felt that the amend-
ment had too many loop holes as it did not address those that rent
and pay what taxes are due but not property taxes.
Amendment defeated by voice vote.
Article 9 was then defeated by voice vote.
9.75 P.M. Article 10
To see if the Town will vote to declare the service of Continental
Cablevision unsatisfactory, by virtue of poor reception on channels
2, 4, 5 and 7, (the Boston channels), to instruct the Selectmen to in-
vestigate alternative service and/or providers, and to report their
findings and possible alternatives to the voters no later than Town
Meeting in March 1993. (submitted by petition). Moved by John
Root and Seconded by Mike Bannan.
John said he had been disappointed with the reception that he had
been getting and had not had much luck in getting any satisfaction
from the company. There are new things coming along such as get-
ting your TV from telephone lines and he felt we should not limit
ourselves to just this one option. He did learn that the Selectmen had
renewed the contract with Continental for 12 years and he feels that
this was much too long. By putting this article in the warrant I have
had some answers given to me and feel that this has helped in getting
them to try a little harder to come up with some improvements.
Archie stated that they had not signed an exclusive contract with
Continental for service but only that no one else could come in and
use their lines for that period of time. We have worked to try and get
some of these problems solved and will continue to do so.
David Powden felt the company was no good but that what we
have is a lot better than what we had before.
Passed by voice vote.
9:25P.M. Article 11
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Trustees of the
Minot-Sleeper Library, in accordance with RSA Chapter 31, to
apply for, accept and expend, without further action by town
meeting, money from state, federal, or other governmental unit or a
private source which becomes available during the fiscal year.
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Moved by Gordon Dole and Seconded by Pat Baker. A new law
was passed this past year that libraries must have this article passed
by the voters in order for them to accept money and spend any of
this money. There are certain things in there to protect the town
such as if they got money to build an addition they could not do that
without coming back to the voters because it would put added ex-
pense onto the town.
Mike Bannan did not like the idea that they might be able
to spend this money without coming back to the voters or the
Selectmen.
Passed by voice vote.
9:32 P.M. Article 12
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply
for, accept, and expend federal or state grants which may become
available during the course of the year, and also to accept and ex-
pend money from any other governmental or private source to be
used for the purposes for which the Town may legally appropriate
money: provided (1) that such grants and other monies do not re-
quire the expenditure of any other Town funds, (2) that a public
hearing shall be held by the Selectmen prior to the receipt and ex-
penditure of such grants and monies and (3) that such items shall be
exempt from all provisions of RSA 32 relative to limitation and ex-
penditure of Town monies, all as provided in RSA 31:95-B(SUPP).
Moved by Archie Auger and Seconded by John Bianchi.
Passed by voice vote.
9:33 P.M. Article 13
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to convey
any real estate acquired by the Town by Tax Collector's deed. Such
conveyance shall be by deed following a public auction, or the prop-
erty may be sold by advertised sealed bids, or may be otherwise dis-
posed of as justice may require, pursuant to RSA 80:80.
Moved by William Phinney. Seconded by Archie Auger.
Passed by voice vote.
9:35 P.M. Article 14
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow
money in anticipation of taxes.
Moved by J. P. Morrison and Seconded by John Bianchi.
Passed by voice vote.
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9:38 P.M. Article 75
To transact any other business which may legally come before this
meeting.
Boake Morrison said that after July 1st you can no longer let the
freon for the refrigerators into the air and he would like to see the
Solid Waste committee buy a machine from their budget that would
take care of this.
Bill Phinney stated he had been approached to see if we could go
back to voting in the old Town Hall. A show of hands showed that
the majority would favor this.
Meeting adjourned at 9:42 P.M.
Respectfully submitted,
Barbara L. Avery, Town Clerk
All new officers have been duly sworn in.
All necessary bonds have been executed.
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STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND TAXES
ASSESSED FOR THE TAX YEAR 1992
Executive $ 70,000.00
Election, Registration & Vital Statistics 24,800.00
Financial Administration 84,480.00
Revaluation of Property 14,000.00
Legal Expense 32,000.00
Employee Benefits 52,800.00
Planning and Zoning 5,800.00
General Government Building 39,400.00
Cemeteries 1.00
Insurance 51,700.00
Advertising and Regional Association 3,514.00













Solid Waste Disposal 160,235.00
Parking Lot 1,000.00
Municipal Sewer Department 225,486.00
Municipal Water Department 179,560.00
Health Officer/Expenses 738.00
Animal Control 840.00
Health Agencies and Hospitals 15,000.00
Welfare 102,538.00





Social Service Agencies 5,500.00
Principal Long Term Bonds & Notes 160,000.00
Interest Long Term Bonds & Notes 117,305.00
Interest on TAN 50,000.00
Capital Projects 9,000.00





LESS REVENUES AND CREDITS
Land Use Change Taxes 1,000.00
Yield Taxes 1,500.00
Other Taxes 35,000.00
Interest & Penalties on Delinquent Taxes 1,000.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 165,000.00
Other Licenses, Permits & Fees 27,500.00
Shared Revenue 49,981.00
Highway Block Grant 44,465.00
Water Pollution Grants 8,566.00
State & Federal Forest Land Reimbursements 80.00
Flood Control Reimbursements 3,680.00
Other State Reimbursements 18,333.00
Income from Departments 113,944.00





Total Revenues and Credits $1,188,296.00
Net Town Appropriations 1,283,021.00
Net School Tax Assessment 2,450,873.00
County Tax Assessment 251,002.00
Total $3,984,896.00
Less War Service Credits 29,900.00





Total Tax Rate per Thousand 15.98
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SUMMARY INVENTORY OF







Less 21 Elderly Exemptions 300,000.00
Less 4 Blind Exemptions 75,000.00
Net Valuation $249,407,160.00
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BALANCE SHEET, DECEMBER 31, 1992
Cash:
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STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT 1992
Sewer Upgrade Bond Issue June 8, 1989 for $940,000.
Interest Charges


















1993-1998 $15,000.00 $ 90,000.00
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
LOCATION/DESCRIPTION
Town Hall-Land & Building
Furniture & Equipment
Town Office - Land & Building
Furniture & Equipment
Library — Land & Building
Furniture & Equipment
Police Department Equipment
Old Fire Station — Land & Building
Contents
New Fire Station — Land & Building
Equipment & Fire Truck
Highway Department
Land & Public Works Building
Equipment
Supplies & Materials
Parks, Commons (Central Square)
Water Supply System (Old & New)
Sewer Plant (Central & Willow)
Cummings Beach
Foot of Lake Beach
Land on Hall Road
Depot Property (So. Newfound River)
Summer Street — Land & Building
Homeland Cemetery — 5 lots
Land Acquired through Tax Collector Deeds
Corner Merrimack & Summer Streets
Junction Central & Merrimack Streets
Land Fourth Street
Four lots Chestnut Street Extended
Lot Route 104 Westwood Development
Land Hall Road — Brookwood Park
Hillside Ave. & Green (45 V2 x 60 lot)
Greta Bennett Wildlife Area
West Shore Road Corner
Breck-Plankey Spring
Land Corner Water & Central Streets
Transfer Station
Land Mt. View Estates
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS REPORT
To the Members of the Board of Selectmen
Town of Bristol
Bristol, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial
statements and the combining and individual fund financial statements of
the Town of Bristol as of and for the year ended December 31, 1991, as
listed in the table of contents. These financial statements are the respon-
sibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express an
opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examin-
ing, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in
the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting
principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that
our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial statements re-
ferred to above do not include the General Fixed Assets Account Group,
which should be included to conform with generally accepted accounting
principles. The amount that should be recorded in the General Fixed
Assets Account Group is not known.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed Assets Ac-
count Group results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the
above paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to
above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the
Town of Bristol as of December 31, 1991, and the results of its operations
and cash flows of proprietary fund types and nonexpendable trust funds
for the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles. Also, in our opinion, the combining and individual fund finan-
cial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects,
the financial position of each of the individual funds of the Town as of
December 31, 1991, and the results of operations of such funds for the
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 31, 1991
General Obligation Debt
The following is a summary of general obligation debt transactions of
the Town for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1992.
General Obligation Debt Payable, January 1, 1991 $1,954,500
General Obligation Debt Retired 244,500
General Obligation Debt Payable, December 31 ,1991 . $1,710,000
General obligation debt payable at December 31, 1991 is comprised of
the following individual issues:
$940,000 1989 Sewer Treatment Plant Upgrade Bonds
due in annual installments of $50,000 in 1998; and
$45,000 through 2009; interest from 6.70% to 6.75%.
This issue is being serviced by the Town's General Fund
at 60% and the Sewer Department at 40% . $ 840,000
$195,393 1988 Sewer Bonds due in annual installments
of $25,393 in 1989, $25,000 through 1991; and $20,000
through 1997; interest from 6.95% to 7.05% . This issue
is being serviced by the Sewer Department. 120,000
$172,240 1988 Water Supply Project Bonds due in an-
nual installments of $22,240 in 1989; $20,000 through
1992; and $15,000 through 1998; interest from 6.95%
to 7.05% . This issue is serviced by the Water Depart-
ment. 110,000
$400,000 1988 Town Hall Expansion Bonds due in an-
nual installments of $40,000 through 1998; interest
from 6.95% to 7.05% 280,000
$440,970 1988 Water Tank Bonds due in annual install-
ments of $25,970 in 1989; $25,000 in 1990; and $30,000
through 2003; interest from 6.95% to 7.55% 360,000
Total $1,710,000
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S LETTER
OF COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS




We have audited the financial statements of the Town of Bristol for the
year ended December 31, 1991 and have issued our report thereon dated
February 27, 1992. In planning and performing our audit, we considered
the Town's internal control structure in order to determine the scope of
our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the
financial statements. Our review of these systems was not intended to pro-
vide assurance on the internal control structure and should not be relied
on for that purpose.
We are pleased to report that, during the course of our review of inter-
nal controls, no material weaknesses in the Town's accounting systems
and records were identified. Minor weaknesses or other considerations
coming to our attention were generally procedural in nature and dealt
with administrative or record-keeping practices. In these instances, we
made specific recommendations or provided instruction to those in-
dividuals involved during the course of our audit fieldwork. Areas dis-
cussed included:
KELLEY PARK FUND
Resources for this fund are comprised of transfers from Trust Funds, in-
terest income, and rental income. Expenditures are under the direct con-
trol of the Kelley Park Commission.
Since the park is Town property, the financial activity of this fund
should be included in the budgetary process of the Town. When prepar-
ing the budget, insert the amount of anticipated revenues and expen-
ditures of the Park Fund as part of the General Fund activity.
GENERAL ACCOUNTING RECORDS
There have been many improvements in the general record-keeping of
the Town during the course of the year.
Among them, the Town has formal purchasing procedures in place in
order to control obligations before purchases are made. However, the cur-
rent practice allows vendor invoices to be mailed to the various depart-
ment heads. To strengthen the integrity of the existing purchase order
system, we recommend that the appropriate vendors be instructed to mail
all invoices directly to the Selectmen's Office.
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Under the standards established by the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants, reportable conditions involve matters coming to our
attention relating to significant deficiencies in the design or operation of
the internal control structure that, in our judgment, could adversely af-
fect the Town's ability to record, process, summarize, and report finan-
cial data consistent with the assertions of management in the financial
statements. A material weakness is a reportable condition in which the
design or operation of one or more of the internal control structure
elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that errors or ir-
regularities, in amounts that would be material in relation to the financial
statements being audited, may occur and not be detected within a timely
period by employees in the normal course of performing their assigned
functions.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not neces-
sarily disclose all matters in the internal control structure that might con-
stitute reportable conditions and, accordingly, would not necessarily
disclose all reportable conditions that are also considered to be material
weaknesses as defined above.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of manage-
ment and others within the administration. This restriction is not in-
tended to limit distribution of this report which, upon acceptance by the
School Board, is a matter of public record.
In closing, we would like to express our appreciation to those persons
whose cooperation and assistance have helped us to achieve efficiencies in
completing our audit.
After you have reviewed our report, we would be pleased to meet with
you to discuss any questions that you might have.
Plodzik & Sanderson
Professional Association
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TOWN CLERKS REPORT
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TAX COLLECTORS REPORT
For the Municipality of Bristol
Year Ended December 31, 1992
Levies of
1992 1991 Prior







Revenues Comitted — This Year
Property Taxes $3 ,958 , 1 12 . 1
9
Resident Taxes
Land Use Change 645.00
Yield Taxes 4,910.39
Overpayment:





Delinquent Tax $ 4,540.14 38,511.76
Collected Resident
Tax Penalties
TOTAL DEBITS $3,969,451.63 $576,571.51 $
*This column is for municipalities whose fiscal year ends June 30.
**This amount should be the same as last year's ending balance.
Remitted to Treasurer During Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes $3,397,298.40 $528,048.99
Resident Taxes
Land Use Change 645.00
















Tax Deeded 2,831.53 3,606.61






TOTAL CREDITS $3,969,451.63 $576,571.51
'This column is for municipalities whose fiscal year ends June 30.
Unredeemed Taxes
Balance at Beginning
of Fiscal Year $217,239.46 60,319.77
Liens Sold or Executed




Taxes Paid on Liens
After Initial Lien
Overpayments 30.00 .06 2,028.07
Interest Collected After
Sale/Lien Execution 6,154.97 24,180.36 14,628.93
Collected Redemption
Costs 1,765.00 1,351.00 1,090.00
TOTAL DEBITS $310,018.09 $242,770.88 $78,066.77






(After Sale or Lien
Execution)
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1992 — TOWN TREASURERS REPORT
1. Town — General Fund
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Total Available 5,949.56
Orders Paid — —
Balance 12-31-92 5,949.56











Chairman. Selectman . . . S " O.00
ev— ar.2 3,200.00










3 . 4 >S .9
1
Office Supplies 1.305.79




















ELECTION REGISTRATION VITAL STATISTICS
Town Clerk - $ l r '.'.' 4"
Deputy Town Clerk 2.704.56
Supervisor Check List 422.50
Supervisor Check Lh.l 412.50
Supervisor Check Lis- 5 375.00
BallotClerks
Town Clerk Seminars .
Town Clerk Expenses 671.73
Meals * 412.61
v Equipment . 0.00
Office Supplies 173.10
? iz- :! 41
Advertising, Printing 594.35
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Miscellaneous . -
Vital Statistics Fees _•
Blue Cross Blue Shield Ins 1.796.98












Tax Collector Seminars 629.60
Tax Collectors Expense? 1 -
Telephone '- 1
1
Recording Fees 12 \
Tax Sale Lien Expenses ... $,024.72
Audit
Tax Billing Expense 1 J22 -1
Personnel Study 0.00




Meetings Memberships ... 9.0C
Blue Cross Blue Shield Ins. 5.1- r




Service Fee S 1"0.14
Hearings ; .^: X
% ,-'-:-_
Legal Exper.
General S 5,01 r 1
Litigation 11.980.31
Mortgage Search .. . 1.945.00
Service Fee
Law Books Updates 51 EM
> 19.451.47
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Personnel Administration
Insurance Workers Comp $ 36,548.26























Service Fee $ 950.00
General Government Buildings





















Public Officials Liability 2,819.00
Deductible 4,043.81
$ 49,996.00
Advertising & Regional Associations
Chamber of Commerce $ 500.00
Lakes Region Planning 3,014.00
$ 3,514.00
Other General Government












Special Police Cert 15,544.30
Special Police Un Cert 297.20



























1993 Chevy Cruiser Repair 0.00
1989 Chevy Cruiser Repair 1,775. 17
1990 Chevy Cruiser Repair 2,741.34
1992 Chevy Cruiser Repair 528.39
Gas/Oil 6,526.04
Drug Grant 6,022.02
H.S. Equipment Grant 2,100.00
H.S. DWI Grant $ 1,038.58
Drug Grant Overtime 1,951.51





EMS Director $ 20,169.45
EMS Attendant F.T 18,791.84






















1986 Ford Ambulance 708.67






Blue Cross/Blue Shield 1,797.00
FICA/Medicare 4,281.17
Retirement 409.39
Ambulance Capital Reserve 0.00
$ 94,244.43
Fire Department
Fire Commissioner 1 $ 800.00
Fire Commissioner 2 700.00














M-l Rescue 1954 1,058.76
M-II Pumper 1981 1,050.77
M-III Pumper 1965 588.85
M-IV Pierce 1990 98.10
L-I Ladder 1942 804.57






































Lakes Reg. Mutual Fire 10,519.56





Equipment Operator 1 18,626.40
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Equipment Operator 2 18,626.40
Equipment Operator 3 16,972.80
Part-time Operators 4,897.13
Overtime 7,038.89

















1973 F750 Ford Dump Truck 249.34
1980 John Deere Backhoe 633.53
DL 245 Kubota Tractor 805.36
1980 Int'l S1900 Dump Truck 4,193.24
1983 F350 Pickup Truck 297.16
515B Front End Loader 1,039.34
450E Grader 251.45
1986 Int'l S1900 Dump Truck 542.66
1989 F350 IT Dump Truck 710.27
1990 F350 IT Dump Truck 750.57
Gas/Oil 7,601.11





Street Signs (Mat. /Sup.) $ 192.82
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Street Lighting
Electricity . $ 35,530.38
$ 35,530.38
Other Highway, Street & Bridges
Parking Lot Rental . $ 1,000.00
$ 1,000.00
Solid Waste Disposal













Tip/Haul Fees — Concord 101,943.79
Metals 4,724.58
Home Hazardous Waste 2,682.00




Sewer Department $ 205,486.00
Water Department $ 179,560.00
Health
Health Officer $ 500.00
Health Officer's Expense 32. 16
FICA/Medicare 38.25
$ 570.41
Animal Control $ 840.00
Health Agencies and Hospitals
NANA $ 15,000.00
Franklin Regional Hospital 0.00
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Lakes Region General Hospital 0.00
Speare Memorial Hospital 0.00
$ 15,000.00
Welfare
Welfare Officer $ 2,178.00
Deputy Welfare Officer 300.00














X-Mas Lights/Decorations $ 500.00
Bristol Community Center 38,144.00
Kelley Park Operations 3,052.65
$ 41,696.65
Town Beaches
















































Tri-County Community Action $ 1,200.00
Senior Citizens Council 2,761.00
Lakes Region Community Service Council 400.00
Plymouth Area Crisis Services 850.00
PB Youth Family Services 0.00
Undesignated Balance 0-00
$ 5,211.00
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DEBT SERVICE
Principal L/T Bonds and Notes
Wulamet Water Project $ 0.00
Sewer Upgrade 50,000.00
Heine Property 0.00
Sewer System Bonds 20,000.00
Water System Bonds 20,000.00
Water Tank Bonds 30,000.00
Town Office Bond 40,000.00
$ 160,000.00
Interest L/T Bonds and Notes
Wulamet Water Project $ 0.00
Sewer Upgrade 56,325.00
Heine Property 0.00
Sewer System Bonds 7,745.00
Water System Bonds 7,735.00
Water Tank Bonds 25,800.00
Town Office Bond 19,700.00
$ 117,305.00
Interest Expense TAN $ 7,333.33
Capital Projects
Land Acquisition—Water $ 0.00
Fire Station Roof Repair 0.00
Old Fire Station Repairs 0.00
Fire Station Door Repair 6,500.00
Master Plan 656.19









Highway Improvements $ 0.00
Ellen Lane 1.298.00











Loader/Grader Lease $ 0.00
Fire Truck Lease 30,383.42
$ 105,340.36
TOTAL EXPENSES $2,230,032.21
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1992 BUDGET REPORT — REVENUES
YEAR ENDING 1992
GENERAL FUND REVENUES
TAX, INTEREST, & PENALTY
Property Tax Current $3,397,366.75
Property Tax Previous Years 559,422.20
Tax Liens Redeemed 332,818.68
Property Tax Interest 4,936.29
Property Tax Interest Prior 12,567.84
Yield Tax Current 4,491.82
Yield Tax Prior 1,689.17
Land Use Change Tax Current 645.00
Payment in Lieu of Taxes 35,282.51
$4,349,220.26
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES — STATE
Shared Revenue Block Grant $143,940.04
Highway Block Grant 44,464.93
State Sewer Subsidy 8,566.00
Forest Land Reimbursement 79.20
Forest Fire 460.81
Gas Tax Refund 279.94
Flood Control 3,822.05
Nat'l Forest Reimbursement 172.00
Other Revenue Sources 621.00
DWI Grant 1,038.66
Drug Grant 5,274.26
Highway Safety Grant 1,050.00
$209,768.89
LICENSES AND PERMITS
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees $ 173,315.50
Dog Licenses 1,007.00
Business Licenses, etc 25.00
Boat Tax 2,146.59
Dump Stickers 8,329.00
Town Clerk Other Revenues 205.00
Town Clerk/Tax Collector Fees—Town 25,130.85
Building Permits 1,010.00
$ 211,168.94
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INCOME FROM DEPARTMENTS
Income from Highway Department 134.80
Income from Police Department 8,543.28
Income from Other Departments 5,249.65
Rent of Town Property 3,067.40
Ambulance Income 78,249.75
Police Outside Detail 6,535.50
Income from Sewer (Tip/Haul Fees) 26,892.26
Current Use Fees 60.00
Kelley Park Rental Income 4,000.00
$ 132,732.64
REVENUES — MISCELLANEOUS
Interest on Deposits 7,831.72









Sewer Department 1991 Bonds 15,604.07
Sewer Department 1992 Bonds 40,245.00
Water Department 1992 Bonds 61,215.00
Tax Anticipation 550,000.00
Water Reimbursements 1992 76,936.30
Sewer Reimbursements 1992 78,800.71
Transfers from Capital Projects 41,417.91
Miscellaneous Adjustments 12,255.75
Fund Balance Brought Forward 401,183.20
$1,277,658.04
Total 1992 Revenues $6,252,430.69
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BRISTOL WATER WORKS
Statement of Cash Receipts and Expenditures for the Year Ended
December 31, 1992
Cash in Checking Account January 1, 1992 $ 15,245.46
Cash Receipts
Customers $192,439.92
Initial Service Charge 4,560.00
Miscellaneous Reimbursements 5 1 5 . 00
Interest 852 .i 6
Materials Reimbursements 852.48
Water Application Fee 585 00
Water Shut Off Fee 525 00
Water On Fee 840.00
Water Labor Charge 185.00
Water Testing Fee 187 . 00
Water Transfer Fee 564 00







Travel & Education 1,190.94
Office Expense 619.32
Postage 1,198.03
Telephone, Pager, Radio 2,253.58
Power, Electricity 19,414 40
Computer Expense 1,633.74
Heating 308.43
Chemicals & Hydrants 853.96
Mains, Lats & Appurts 1,465.72
Miscellaneous 461.60
Service Lines & Meters 7,615.11
Hydrants '789.13
Well Site 17636





Services & Expenses 1,858.85
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Contracted Services
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BRISTOL WATER WORKS
COMMISSIONERS REPORT
This past year has been one that challenged your Commissioners in
their endeavor to maintain an efficient, economically run, and a finan-
cially sound public utility for the benefit of the Town of Bristol.
The following personnel changes are noted:
a. Douglas Payne was promoted from acting Superintendent to full
Superintendent and has been doing an excellent job for us.
b. Barry Hagg resigned to accept employment in the southwestern
part of the state.
c. Mark Dow was hired as a part-time employee and was promoted
to full-time after Barry Hagg left.
d. Theresa Butler resigned as our part-time Billing clerk to take a
full-time Office Manager's position.
e. Marilyn Bucklin was hired to replace Theresa Butler.
f. Joan Smart resigned in early December for personal reasons after
four years of doing a commendable job for us and we wish her
well.
g. A search for a new Office Manager has been instituted.
Among the projects completed during the year these listed here are
probably the most important:
1. In accordance with regulations promugated by E.P.A. lead and
copper level monitoring has been initiated and completed ahead
of schedule. No lead services were found in the customers homes
sampled.
2. Fowler River and Storm Center wells were sampled for primary
and secondary contaminant analysis. No high contaminant levels
were found.
3. A 4" turbo meter in the FNGP Lab was repaired and an oversized
4" meter in the Zone Area was replaced with a more accurately
sized 2" compound meter.
4. All 138 fire hydrants were flushed twice and their static pressure
taken and recorded. During the Fall they were winterized. An ar-
rangement has been entered into with the Fire Department to
assist and help making certain that all hydrants are shoveled out
after snow storms.
5. The telemetery control system coordinating Fowler Well and the
Hopkin's Storage Tank was professionally calibrated.
6. The Storm Center Well pump was overhauled and the upper shaft
and bearing had to be replaced. A test with the pump removed in-
dicated a superior well yield and that no cleaning of the gravel
pack is needed.
7. NH Department of Environmental Services collected two 6-hour
composite samples from Fowler River Well and had microscopic
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particulate analysis performed. The purpose being to determine if
Fowler River water is influencing our drinking water quality.
Their report stated that no influence was detected.
8. Relative to safety it should be noted that we have cooperated with
the Loss Prevention Representative for Compensation Fund as
follows:
a. PSNH replaced potentially toxic transformers;
b. Our Scott Air Packs were upgraded to positive pressure de-
mand mode;
c. Together with the Sewer Commissioners we shared in the
purchase of a tripod/winch/harness for safe entry into con-
fined spaces;
d. Jeff Chartier attended a confined spaces entry training
course; and
e. established a list of proper procedures to be followed relative
to job safety.
9. Relative to training our personnel:
a. Doug Payne has been recertified as a Backflow Prevention
Device Tester;
b. Jeff Chartier has successfully completed courses and passed
examinations and obtained his NH Grade II Water Treat-
ment Operator and NH Grade II Water Distribution System
Operator certificates;
c. Joan Smart attended several training session- relative Office
Management;
d. Attendance at some NHWWA Meetings by the Superinten-
dent and/or a Commissioner to get up-to-date reports on
new or changes in the rules governing water regulations.
10. All main gate and curb stops were located and raised in coopera-
tion with the Highway Department's paving of School, Cedar,
Mayhew, Union, Timberlane, Winter and Spruce Streets.
11. Customer meters and readouts were checked for having matched
usage readings. Increased emphasis has been placed on water
meter repair to assure accuracy.
12. In April the Commissioners started to study the need for a rate in-
crease to go into effect in 1993. From the time that the drop in
revenue started in the second quarter, no unnecessary purchases or
expenditures were authorized. Through constant supervision we
were able to keep from suffering a loss even though we received
around $40,000 less than we had anticipated. In December we an-
nounced a new one-year rate increase based upon certain assump-
tions of cooperation from the Selectmen and approval of the
Budget Committee.
13. A survey of the Fowler River Well Site property and the adjoining
former Beaulieu property has been completed, a mylar print
made, and recorded in Woodsville.
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In closing this report the Commissioners want to publicly express our
appreciation to our employees for their loyalty and cooperation with us
while we are trying to make the best of a bad situation. We are certainly
operating with under minimum number of personnel and on a budget
that is cut to the bone. We pledge our cooperation to continue to provide
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BRISTOL SEWER DEPARTMENT
Statement of Cash Receipts and Expenditures for the Year Ended
December 31, 1992
Cash in Checking Account January, 1992 $ 6,055.51
Cash Receipts
Customers $208,827.58











Travel & Education 813.87
Office Expense 822.74
Postage 1,006.79
Telephone, Pager, Radio 1,459.02
Power/Electricity 23,684.01
Computer Expense 1 ,588 . 74
Heating 308.43
Chlorine & Chemicals 2,815.22
Treatment Plant 14,902.71
Pumping Station 972.33
Mains & Laterals 2,707.75
Miscellaneous 544.98
General Construction Materials 526.25
Paving 76.53
Legal Services 1,588.50







Insurance property & liability 7,869.33
Social Security 3,738.43
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Blue Cross/Blue Shield 6,873.27
Worker's Compensation 3,166.31
Sewer Plant Upgrade Bond 12,500.00
Sewer Refunds 564.03
Sewer Bond 27,745.00
Adjustment made for 1992 in 1993 17,123.39
Total Expenditures $208,550. 10
Balance in Checking Account December 31, 1992 $ 13,462.61
BRISTOL SEWER COMMISSION
ANNUAL REPORT
No additional department personnel were added this year with none
contemplated for 1993. All critical work was accomplished.
In anticipation of a large reduction in revenues the department expen-
ditures were reduced by about $106,000. Many items left undone will be a
future burden. Anticipated income for 1992 was down by about $87,000.
The difference between the two amounts was deposited with town to off-
set bond indebtedness from previous years.
A sewage solids reduction unit "muffin monster" was purchased and in-
stalled with funds voted by the town voters to be taken from the interest
earnings by the sewer plant upgrade bond. This unit crushes large objects
before passing into the processing plant to prevent equipment damage.
The sewer plant upgrade to 500,000 gallons per day is now complete
and running to expectations.
The lower oxidation ditch section seams were sealed this year to
eliminate major water infiltration into the system.
Two mainline stoppages were cleared by independent contractor at
Pleasant near 4th and Central Square at Central Street.
Our office manager, Ms. Joan Smart resigned in December 1992 and
Marilyn Bucklin hired in January for the same position. We wish both
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1992 ANNUAL REPORT
Concord Regional Solid Waste/Resource Recovery Cooperative
I. 1993 BUDGET
Item Budget Subtotals
1. Wheelabrator Concord Co. Service Fees $1,987,719
Reconciliation & Recycled Tons Rebates
2. Bypass Disposal Cost Reserve 125,000
3. Franklin Residue Landfill
(a) Operations & Maintenance 750,214
(b) Bond & Loan Payments 448,428
(c) Expansion Sinking Fund 574,597
(d) Closure & LTM Fund 149,104
1,922,343
4. Cooperative Expenses, including
Consultants & Studies 344,720
Total 1993 Budget $4,379,782
Less, portion of interest surplus, recycled tons &
communities deliver GAT applied to 1993 Budget -307,161
Net — to be raised by Co-op Member Municipalities $4,072,621
1993 GAT of 103,235 tons & net budget of $4,072,621 = $39.45/ton
II.
1992 was our third full year in operation and it was a successful year.
We were able to complete on time, within budget, and put into opera-
tions in the Fall of 1992 the Phase II portion of the Landfill Expansion.
Pike Industries of Tilton did an excellent job in constructing the double
lined landfill and leachate collection. It took the cooperation of the State
DES, our consultants CMA Engineers, Pike and our Operator J.D.
McLeod to have this project come together as well as it did.
Our 1992 Co-op delivered tonnage of 103,596 was up 1.4% over the
1991 delivered tons. We disposed of 66,514 tons of ash at the landfill and
the leachate disposal process has been functioning very well. Our 2.6%
increase in the Co-op tipping fee should assure us of another successful
year and will keep our Expansion and Closure/Long Term Maintenance
Funds on a solid financial basis. Once again many thanks to the Officers
and Representatives to the Co-op.
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MINOT-SLEEPER LIBRARY
Nineteen ninety-two was a great year for the Minot-Sleeper Library.
The library is now open from 9:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M. on Saturdays, an
addition of three more hours.
The Board of Trustees had the interior of the main building painted.
They also purchased a pass to the Christa McAuliffe Planetarium, which
was well received.
The summer reading program and story hour were well attended this
year and the Trustees would like to express their appreciation to all the
people who conducted the seven story hours during the summer. Also, the
Trustees again thank the Pasquaney Garden Club for the lovely flowers
which they planted in front of the Library.
Circulation of books was down slightly this year compared to last year,
but the circulation of videos, audio books, and magazines were up, as
were books borrowed from and loaned to other libraries through inter-
library loan. Figures are listed below:
Adult Fiction 5,783 Magazines 2,986
Adult Non-Fiction 1,829 Audio Books 213
Junior Fiction 2,981 Videos 1,628
Junior Non-Fiction 979 Books borrowed from other
Paperback Books 1,034 libraries (Inter-Library
Loan) 53
Books loaned to other
libraries 44
William E. Barrett, Chairman
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MINOT-SLEEPER LIBRARY
A great many people probably are not fully aware of the history behind
MINOT-SLEEPER LIBRARY. We commend Richard W. Musgrove for
providing Chapter XXIX - LIBRARIES in Volume I - Annals History of
Bristol, N.H. written and published in 1904, a copy of which is available
for reading within our Library to give the complete story.
For the purpose of this report we are going to quote a portion from that
chapter. The reason for doing so will become self evident.
"At a special town meeting held Jan. 16, 1884, the following
resolutions were unanimously adopted:
Whereas, Hon. Josiah Minot, of Concord, N.H., and Hon.
S. S. Sleeper, of Cambridge, Mass., former residents of Bristol,
have generously offered to donate to the town a library building
and grounds, providing the town will accept the same and pro-
vide for the maintenance thereof, therefore, be it
Resolved, by the inhabitants of Bristol, qualified to vote in
town affairs, in town meeting assembled, on the 16th day of
January 1884, that the town thanks the donors for their interest in
the welfare of Bristol and for their munificence and public
spiritedness, that it will accept said gift of said library buildings
and grounds, and hereby agrees to provide for the maintenance
and management thereof. Be it further
Resolved, that the clerk of said town forward, as soon as may
be, a copy of this resolution to said donors respectively."
In addition to the monies expended by the Treasurer shown in his ac-
companying report from funds available to the Trustees, we gratefully
acknowledge the continuing support given by the Town of Bristol fulfill-
ing its agreement to maintain and manage the building and grounds so
generously given. While the Town Report for 1992 will show only an item
for Libraries an expense of $25,864.37 we felt that this year we would like
to itemize it for two reasons. First, to inform newcomers of the heritage
provided and secondly, to show that the Town of Bristol is fulfilling its
commitment.
Wages — Librarian










At Town Meeting the amount appropriated in the budget for libraries
was the sum of $27,517.00 which shows that $1,652.63 was not expended
and consequently was returned to the general fund.
MINOT-SLEEPER LIBRARY
BUILDING FUND INVESTMENT PROGRAM
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MINOT-SLEEPER LIBRARY
TREASURERS REPORT FOR 1992
Cash on Hand 1/1/92 — Checking Account . . . .
— Savings Account (Fines & Book Sales)
$ 546.48
$3,039.77
Income — Checking Account
Interest Earned $ 30.61
Trust Funds — Minot-Sleeper Fund 225.00
— Jackman Funds 1,324.37
Librarian — Copier Receipts 279.94
— Gifts (6 indivisuals) 216.04
Transfers — Memorials 100.00
I. R.S. Refund erroneously withheld + int. 651.56
Book/Video Sale 17.24
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EMS DEPARTMENT
First, I would like to thank everyone who has welcomed myself and my
family to the Town of Bristol.
The EMS Department went through many changes in 1992. The
former Director, Skip Moyer, resigned in July of this year. Skip reor-
ganized the makeup of the department and established a procedural
policy for EMS as well as implementing other programs within the
department. Attendant Frank Avellino did a great job in the interim
period until the director's position was filled in October by the Board of
Selectmen. The first two months I spend getting to know the Department
and the town. In 1992 the EMS Department had 543 calls. This is about
the same as last year, however, we had 37 less transfers which reflects 37
more emergency runs. We are ready for another busy year.
In June of this year the Town purchased a 1992 Ford ambulance which
replaced the 1985 ambulance. In December we were fortunate to sell the
1985 to another service in New Hampshire.
In these tough economical times, manpower began to be a problem
because our call personnel just could not volunteer as often. Most of this
problem has been resolved, but early morning and late afternoon hours
are still presenting some scheduling conflicts. In 1993 we will be asking
for a second full time attendant to resolve this scheduling problem. Your
support on this is very important to the EMS Department.
The breakdown on 1992 calls is as follows:
Alexandria
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BRISTOL POLICE COMMISSION REPORT
The Bristol Police Commission and Chief of Police Barry W. Wingate
submit the following report for the year.
On March 10, 1992 Russell E. Vaiden was elected to a three year term
as a police commissioner. During 1992, due to the efforts of the Police
Commission, implementation of the Neighborhood Watch Program
began and is now operational in four sections of Bristol and hopefully in
1993 more areas of Bristol will join this program.
Our first Drug Grant for the Bristol Police Department was approved
in 1992 and a Bristol Police officer began working as a drug investigator
for a six month period for the New Hampshire Attorney General's Drug
Task Force.
The town maintenance man worked on several projects inside the
Police Station, which resulted in a safer working environment and more
efficient use of our work space.
During the summer of 1992 the Bristol Police Department began using
a video recorder in our main patrol cruiser. The video equipment was
purchased with a 50/50 matching grant from the New Hampshire
Highway Safety Agency. The Police Department's new computer also
became operational during the summer and we are now ready to use the
states new Incident Based Crime Reporting System.
The Bristol Police Commission and Chief of Police Barry W. Wingate
wish to thank you for your support and cooperation during this past year.
Respectfully submitted,
Bristol Police Commission
Thomas J. Belser, Chairman
Carroll M. Brown, Commissioner
Russell E. Vaiden, Commissioner
Barry W. Wingate, Chief of Police
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POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT










Motor Vehicle Thefts 5
Fraud — Bad Checks Reported 2
Criminal Mischief (Vandalism) 205
Total Warnings Issued 7,387
Total Warnings Issued Juveniles 435
Juvenile Arrests 46
Criminal Arrests & Summons 109
Motor Vehicle Arrests & Summons 517
Arson Damage
Stolen Property within Bristol $58,018.00
Recovered Stolen Property from Bristol 19,623.00





Reportable Accidents to State of NH 37
Parking Violation — Tags Issued 78
Defective Equipment — Tags Issued 362
SECURITY
Burglary Alarms Answered 165
Open Business Doors 209
Total Miles Driven 92,720
Total Gas Consumption 7,326.3
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BRISTOL FIRE DEPARTMENT
This past year we had 99 calls, down from 115 in 1991. We hope this
trend will continue.
The commissioners have continued with the inspections of the schools,
stores, garages, restaurants and apartments.
We now have four more cadets ready to join the department when they
turn 18 yrs. old. This is an excellent program, as we have young people
trained for fire fighting at an early age.
A fire fighter 1 class was held at the station and a number of fire person-
nel have completed the career level course.
Again, the Xmas lights were put up by the Fire Co. under the directions
of David Evans & Bob Fellows.
We hope everyone thinks Fire Safety through 1993 & has a safe year.
Fire Calls for 1992
Chimney Fires
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FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND
STATE FOREST RANGER REPORT
1992 was below average for wildfires reported in our state. Our largest
fire was in May in Rumney where a suspicious origin fire burned approx-
imately 150 acres with a total cost of approximately $30,000. The N.H.
Division of Forests and Lands assisted many other communities in
wildland fire suppression as well.
Our fire lookout towers reported 289 fires, burning a total of 136 acres.
Our major causes of fires were fires kindled without a permit, unknown
causes and children.
Please help your town and state forest fire officials with fire prevention.
New Hampshire State Law (RSA 224:27) requires that, "No person, firm
or corporation shall kindle or cause to be kindled any fire or burn or cause
to be burned any material in the open, except when the ground is covered
with snow, withoutfirst obtaining a written fire permitfrom the Forest Fire
Warden of the town where the burning is to be done." Violation of this
statute is a misdemeanor, punishable by a fine of up to $1,000 and/or a
year in jail and you are liable for all fire suppression costs.
Local fire departments are responsible for suppressing fires. The small
average fire size of .47 acre/fire is a tribute to early detection by the
public or our fire town system and the quick response of our trained local
fire departments. Please help your Warden and Fire department by re-
questing and obtaining a fire permit before kindling an open fire.
The N.H. Division of Forest and Lands assisted 28 towns with a total of
$20,000 in 50/50 cost share grants for fire fighter safety items and
wildland suppression equipment in 1992.
If you have any questions regarding New Hampshire forest fire laws,
please contact your local Forest Fire Warden, State Forest Ranger, or
Division of Forests and Lands at 271-2217.
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HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT REPORT 1993
This past year there was little snow but a lot of freezing rain and ice.
The winter months were spent thawing out culverts and cutting ice as
well as continuous sanding.
Spring finally came and the Department built a new sand shed and
worked in the gravel pit mixing our pugmill mix to be used on roads later
in the year.
We mix all of our cold patch mix which saves the town Highway miles
going back and forth to the plant.
This was our second year at reclamation (grinding of old asphalt) of
streets within the immediate town area. This process seems to work very
well I hope to continue reclamation in the future.






Roads Reconstructed: (pugmill overlay)
Winter Street Wulamet Road
Spruce Street Hall Road
Riverdale Road Batten Road
Roads Oiled:
Bear Mount Road Riversdale Road — sealed
Batten Road — sealed Wulamat Road — sealed
Spruce Road — sealed Winter Street — sealed
Hall Street — sealed
We also replaced drainage culverts in various places throughout the
town that have been problems in the past. In the future we will continue
to replace culverts where necessary.
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1992 BRISTOL COMMUNITY CENTER
REPORT TO THE TOWN OF BRISTOL
1992 proved to be a very busy year for the Community Center. We of-
fered three youth league programs (basketball, baseball/softball and soc-
cer). Our baseball/softball program saw over 250 participants, 22 teams
and 62 volunteers. This year the program was run by a five man volunteer
commission and important changes were made in the best interests of the
players. The BCC and volunteer philosophy is to teach skills and sports-
manship to all participants. In addition to the youth leagues we organized
Middle School Dances, instructional classes (aerobics, step aerobics, ar-
chery, art class, swim lessons, karate classes, babysitting courses, quilting
classes, etc.) Mom and Tot Time, Adult Basketball, Volleyball, Badmin-
ton, Summer Playground, Summer Day Camp, Summer Baseball, Sum-
mer Basketball and sponsored and organized 21 different fundraising
events. All of our success is due to the number of volunteers that donate
their time to our program.




































We would like to thank all Bristol residents who participated in the
programs and special events. Special thanks are owed to all the parents
who came out and supported the Bristol Community Center last year at
town meeting. We had another successful year.
This year the Bristol Becreation Advisory Council has been hard at
work in collecting funds for a new gym floor and renovating the BCC to
establish a handicap entrance and main floor. The Center thanks the
School District for their continual support in all the BCC youth league
programs. We would also like to express our sincere gratitude to
Freudenberg NOK for their annual donation and their printing services.
We can not thank them enough for all they do for our organization.
The Community Center will see its 47th year of service to the New-
found are and we hope you will help us celebrate by participating in the
1993 agenda of programs and special events.
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BRISTOL PLANNING BOARD
1992 Annual Report
The Planning Board work load was relatively light in 1992. One sub-
division hearing, several minor lot line changes and site plan reviews
made up the bulk of the hearing schedule. The Master Plan Task Force,
made up of the members of the Planning Board plus Mike Bannan, Ken
Grack, Mike DeAngelis, Matt Greenwood, John Tardif, Jeff Shackett and
Will Thayer. The Task Force sent out over 2100 community surveys and
received a response rate of over 20 % . The survey, along with additional
public input from hearings and workshops, will become the overall focus
on the updated Master Plan. An outline of the Plan has been completed
and quotations from local and regional planners have been received.
When funds have been appropriated the update can be completed. Once
again the Planning Board will meet the second and fourth Wednesday of
each month. The first meeting of each month will be a business meeting,
the second meeting will be reserved for public hearings.
The members of the Planning Board are:
Jeffrey Barr, Chairman Elizabeth Seeler
David Cooper Michael Soule
Greg Miller Bobert Williams
William Phinney Will Thayer, Alternate
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ANNUAL REPORT OF
THE BRISTOL CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Submitted to the residents of the town of Bristol, N.H.—January 1993
The Bristol Conservation Commission exists under the New Hampshire
law "for the proper utilization and protection of natural resources and for
the protection of watershed resources of Bristol." Charged with this
responsibility, the Commission members have continued their research of
local land and water areas, worked with other organizations of similar in-
terest, kept an accurate listing of changes to our wetlands, monitored
water quality, managed conservation lands, and promoted educational
projects during the past year.
Working closely with the Bridgewater and New Hampton Conserva-
tion Commissions, the Newfound Lake Region Association and the Lakes
Region Planning Commission, our members have attended meetings and
added our support to regional efforts at conservation which will positively
affect Bristol. Among these have been active participation in the annual
Household Hazardous Waste Collection held in July, enforcing dredge
and fill responsibilities in and around Newfound Lake, supporting the
legislation to declare the Pemigewasset River a "wild and scenic river",
monitoring the recent work on the Route 104 bridge over the
Pemigewasset River, and educating ourselves on recent trends and legisla-
tion affecting conservation.
The Breck-Plankey spring on Route 3A has been renovated and its
water quality maintained due to the efforts of John Morrison and John
Hetzel. John Morrison donated time and labor to upgrade the conditions
at the spring, resulting in work which should prevent any contamination
of the water. John Hetzel continues to take water samples to Concord for
testing on a regular basis. We appreciate the assistance and support of
these volunteers.
As part of our committment to youth, we sponsored a Bristol student's
attendance at the annual Society for the Protection of New Hampshire
Forest's Youth Conservation Camp in June. Paul J. LaBarge attended this
revised camp, with its' emphasis on classroom learning and applied field
study. We plan to utilize Paul's interests in our plans for trail development
in the Bennett wetlands.
Many applications for docks, dredging and filling in the wetlands in
and around Newfound Lake, and dredging and filling wetlands
throughout town were handled. A new procedure requiring the Wetlands
Board application to be mailed by the Town Clerk, rather than the appli-
cant, has resulted in good communication about these potential projects.
Plans to evaluate Bristol's PRIME wetlands will be done in 1993 as a
refinement to our present wetlands inventory.
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The Bristol Conservation Commission is a public body. Suggestions and
guidance for effectiveness in our community are important. The Commis-
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OFFICE HOURS
SELECTMEN'S OFFICE — 744-3354
Monday-Friday 8:30 A.M. - 4:30 P.M.
TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR — 744-8478
Monday, Wednesday-Friday 8:30 A.M. - 4:30 P.M.
Tuesday 8:30 A.M. - 12:30 P.M.
Thursday Evening 7:00 P.M. - 9:00 P.M.
WATER/SEWER DEPARTMENT OFFICE — 744-8411
Monday-Friday 8:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.
MINOT-SLEEPER LIBRARY — 744-3352
Monday & Wednesday 1:00 P.M. - 8:00 P.M.
Friday 3:00 P.M. - 8:00 P.M.
Saturday 9:00 A.M. - 12:00 Noon
BRISTOL SOLID WASTE TRANSFER FACILITY
Transfer Station
Winter Hours:
Monday, Wednesday & Saturday 8:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.
Summer Hours:
Monday, Wednesday, Friday & Saturday 8:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.
Burnables Area
Winter Hours:
Monday, Wednesday 8:00 A.M. - 12:00 Noon
Saturday 8:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.
Summer Hours:
Monday, Wednesday, Friday 8:00 A.M. - 12:00 Noon
Saturday 8:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.
Bristol Annual Reportfor 1 992 99
MEETINGS OF













2nd Tuesday of each month
7:00 P.M. Town Offices
Thursday after 2nd Tuesday of
each month, 7:00 P.M.
Town Offices
3rd Monday of each month
7:00P.M., Town Offices
2nd and 4th Wednesday of each
month, 7:00 P.M., Fire Station
2nd & 4th Wednesday of each
month, 7:30 P.M., Town Offices
3rd Wednesday of each month
7:00 P.M., Town Offices
1st Thursday of each month
7:00 P.M., Town Offices
4th Wednesday of each month
7:30 P.M., Library
1st Thursday of each month
7:00 P.M., Ambulance Station
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